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Our
Services

We love how solar
makes lives better.

We know that the decision to move to solar energy represents a
serious investment. After all, most people want their solar system
to continue to power their homes for 20 years.
This is why it’s important to choose an
ethical solar retailer who is committed
to the industry, will install premium
components to safeguard homeowner
investment, and remain in business so your
warranties can be serviced.
DSolar has been installing residential and
commercial solar systems since 2012. Our
commitment to our customers is industryleading. We’ll be there for you, from the
moment you decide to move solar, through
to your first power bill after installing solar,
and far beyond. And this is just for starters.
What others say about us speaks more
loudly than anything we say. We encourage
you to look at our Google reviews online
and read about the real-life experiences
and opinions expressed by real Australian
homeowners.

Our team has many years of deep
experience in solar technology. We know
which solar brands work best in Australian
conditions. You can be assured, if they’ve
made our list of solar products we’re willing
to install, they’ve succeeded in passing
stringent product scrutiny.
Whether you’re considering solar to cut
your costs, or you’re motivated to leave
the planet in its best possible condition for
future generations, your decision to move
to solar with us will make your life better.
We guarantee it.

There is a simple reason we are consistently
rated 5-stars in Google. Our customers come
first. Every time. No exceptions.

Very professional installation team,
that solar system installation took
only one day. And customer service
so nice, very friendly and patiently
answer all my questions. I can
monitor my solar power generation
system at any time. By the way, the
solar system saved me a lot of money
in electricity bill, and I will recommend
DSolar to more friends!
Zoe Chen

The whole Solar experience with
DSolar was a five stars experience.
Farouk Hamze

Excellent service right from the
start. We were kept well informed
and assisted when we needed it.
Installation was seamless. Highly
recommend this team.
Meg Lawler

Fantastic company to deal with, from
introduction call to presentation ,
from installation to after sale service.
professional and smooth operation
just make us happy for ever, and now
we can see the results form the bill.
Highly recommended!
Summerfield Terraces

Absolute pleasure to deal with .Very
friendly and the installers were
fantastic. Highly recommended this
company.
Raymond Sweet

DSolar supplied their great services
to a few houses in my family. We
recommend the outstanding and
professional services to all friends of
ours, a very trustworthy company,
with great competitive pricing.
Yulin Jiang

DSolar has installed there top of the
range quality solar system to my
house. From sales to installers and
after sales, their team of specialists
show professional workmanship with
great work ethics. DSolar is always
there to help. I highly recommend this
company for solar products.
Pepene Family

I have just had solar panels by DSolar
and I found them to be a company
of integrity and wanting the best for
their customers. Their installation
team are honest., friendly and happy
to help.
Jenny Spring

Solar for
home

Our latest-generation, high-performance
residential solar will provide your home with
20+ years of renewable, clean power.

For homeowners.

Switch to solar and save.
Finally, there is a solar company that really puts its customers first. From our industryleading, high-performance products to our optional 25-year workmanship warranty and
guaranteed 5-day product replacement, we go far beyond what competitors offer. Since
2012, we’ve been redefining customer experience. We know you’ll be pleased you chose
DSolar for your solar journey.

Latest technology

Ethical Solar Company

Solar technology is constantly
evolving. Our solar systems are WiFi
enabled systems so you can take
advantage of the latest generation
advances while enjoying the cost
savings that solar delivers to your
energy costs.

Since 2012, we’ve been installing
solar in homes. We have all the right
credentials, plus we’re committed to
our customers and industry.

Industry-leading
warranties
High-performance
products
A typical solar system should last
20 years (or more). This is why it’s
so important to choose premium
products. Your solar system should
continue to work, year after year.
And choose a solar company that
will stay in business to service your
warranties.

We know you’ll want your solar
system to reliably generate power
for 20 years. Sometimes, things
happen. DSolar is not a new solar
company – and we’ll be around to
service your warranties. Ask us about
a free extended inverter warranty, or
our optional 25-year workmanship
warranty and guaranteed 5-day
product replacement service.

Solar for
home

Live better
with DSolar
When you’re ready to go solar,
call us on 1300 989 811. Our
solar systems reduce coal-fired
electricity expenses, and after
a 2-year payback period, are
100% CO2 emission-free. Plus,
the addition of rooftop solar will
increase the equity in your home.
Love your planet and lower your
cost of living with DSolar.

Typical Small
Family System
1-2 people per household.
3.3 KW SOLAR SYSTEM
System includes:
9 X 370W SOLAR PANELS
1 X 3KW INVERTER
FULLY DESIGNED & INSTALLED
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

Typical Medium-Sized
Family System

Typical Large-Sized
Family System

3-4 people per household.
6.6 KW SOLAR SYSTEM

5+ people per household.
13.32 KW SOLAR SYSTEM

System includes:

System includes:

18 X 370W SOLAR PANELS
1 X 5KW INVERTER
FULLY DESIGNED & INSTALLED
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

36 X 370W SOLAR PANELS
1 X 10KW 3-PHASE INVERTER
FULLY DESIGNED & INSTALLED
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

There is a simple reason we are consistently
rated 5-stars in Google. Our customers come
first. Every time. No exceptions.

DSolar installed 8 systems on our
complex, we are extremely happy
with the products , the installation
and the service. Super smooth
with communication from booking
installation to set up wifi monitoring.
Installation teams are very
professional and have done super tidy
jobs. Highly recommend.

DSolar is to be highly commended
based on my experience of getting
solar added to my house. The
installation was done timely and
professionally and now, bragging, I
have eco-friendly solar power!
Craig Hodges

Radius Property

Fantastic customer service. Always
kept well informed. Answered all my
questions and concerns.
Stephen Flutter

Great experience from start to finish!
DSolar was easy to communicate with
and very professional. The installation
team were great very efficient and
tidy work. Would highly recommend
to friends and family.
Dan B.

Fantastic job done by DSolar. From
the planning to the installation, every
step shows their professionalism.
Definitely will recommend to any one
who needs solar on their roof.
Lee Li

Install was done professionally, to
high standard and my system is
working perfectly. Great team of
people working for DSolar highly
recommend!
Melissa McKay

DSolar were very easy to work with
and had no issues with getting them
to install solar to our house. I would
use them again.
Neil and Lisa Hutchinson

The after sales service is exceptional
and I am happy that they were there
to take our phone call long after the
installation. Happy to recommend
DSolar!
Lindsay Barker

Solar
Storage

With a DSolar battery, charge your electric
vehicle at home and participate in emerging
decentralised virtual power plant networks.

Solar Batteries.

Live your best life even when the
sun doesn’t shine.
When you buy high-performance solar storage, you can do the things you want, whenever
you want, powered with sustainable energy. Even if the sun isn’t shining.
Installing the latest-generation, high performance solar storage from DSolar will futureproof your home. With our battery installed, charge your electric vehicle while you’re also
ready to participate in emerging decentralised virtual power plant networks.

A battery is a powerful idea.
To fully power your life using solar, you’ll need a solar battery as part of your system
configuration.
And, the more time you spend at home, the more your battery will help offset climbing
coal-fired power bills.
Having a good quality battery means you’re as independent of the grid as possible,
enjoying both the economic and environmental benefits that go hand-in-hand with your
decision.
When it comes to the brands we trust, we turn to LG Chem Resu solar batteries. Why? We
know that installing a battery can be an expensive investment. This is why we only install
premium, trusted brands. We want our customers to love their DSolar systems – and we
achieve it by stocking quality, high-performance products that are well-suited to the needs
of Australian households.
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